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The Scope of Law Within the Interstices of
Governmentality

that is gone from our midst, and together with it, operatiops of power as
fundamentally hierarchical and universal, radiating prohibitive force from
"top to bottom," from State to individual, from parent to child,4 producing
little more than "absences and gaps."S Foucault writes:
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Insifar as he 'is afabricated man, Leviathan is no other than the amalgamation if a
certain number if separate individualities, who find themselves reunited by the
complex elements that compose the State; but at the heart if the State, or rather, at
its head, there exists something which constitutes it as such, and this is sovereigrzty,
which Hohbe1 says is precisely the spirit_ if Leviathan. Well, rather than wony about
· the problems if the central spirit, I believe that we must attempt to study the myriad
Dj bodies which are constituted as peripheral sulijects as a result if the l!ffects if
power.'
In Part 4 of Volume I of The History of Sexuality, to follow up on. his
elaborate discussion of the proliferate production of sexuality in institutional
practices spanning the last t>vo hundred years, Foucault makes the central
distinction between the disciplinary and juridical models of power, in orde;:,
he explains, to establish the demise of the latter model of power which was
tied to the- monarchy, and to· broker a· new understanding of the ways in
which in our own time an· kinds .of behaviors are positively oroduced by
disciplinary power. For even if at some point in ~tir history, the monarchy
did conform to a conception of itself as a unified and unityiQg center of
authority in a sea of "dense, entangled, conflicting powers, powers tied to
the direct or indirect dominion over the land, to the possession of arms, to
serfdom, to bonds of suzerainty and vassalage," 2 which, by means of
fundamentally law-like "mechanisms of interdiction and sanction,"J such as
the right to exact death from subjects, or to impose taxes, it had succeeded in
regulating, arbitrating, and demarcating, the mcmarchic system of governance
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If power were never anything but repressive, if it never did anything but
say no, do you really think one would be brought to obey it? What makes
power hold gpod . .. is simply the fact that it does not weigh on us as a
rorce that says no, but that it traverses and produces things, it induces
pleasure, fomis ofkilowledge, produces discourse. It needs to be considered
a.S a productive network which runs through the entire social body, much
more as a negative instance whose function is repression. 6 ·
· The emergence of such a productive netWork of disciplinary powers
took place, on Foucault's account, under.the impact of improvements in the
material conditions oihuman life brought about by the industrial revolution,
notably in the area of agricultural productivity, with the result that starvation,
plague, and other causes of early demise "ceased to torment life so directly. "7
This relative surcease from struggle with the memento mori and the
concomitant overcorniug in political thinking of a preoccupation with the
transcendent principles of an order of things guaranteed by (;od, meant that,
for the first time in western history, societies were in a position t9
contemplate the conditions of human existence as forces that could be
brought into the realm of explicit calculations in order to be modified. In
addition to being freed from concerns about its implication in a larger ethical
order, the-State was freed from classic Machiavellian concerns over the need
to legitimize and exercise power as a defense of the essentially fragile position
of the prince in relation to his territory, and of his right of rejoinder to legal
subjects who either submitted to his rule or transgressed it. 8 A variety of
doctrines began to build around the State as an end in itself that ol\erated
according to principles, termed the raison d'etat, internal to the State and
possessed of their own autonomy. All in all, the events that clustered a~ the
beginning of the industrial revolution meant that
·\
power would no longer be dealing simply with legal subjects over whom
the .ultimate dominion was death, but with living beings, and the mastery it
would be able to exercise over them would be applied at the level of life
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